The U.S. Army Research Lab Summer Journeyman Fellowship Program and the U.S. Army Institute for Surgical Research Summer Internship Program

In addition these summer opportunities, we have an extensive amount of available research opportunities with over 70 Department of Defense programs in all areas of STEM. I hope that you will encourage your students to check out the available opportunities administered by the ORAU Maryland Office. The ORAU Maryland Office administers the Army Research Lab Research Associateship Program (formerly the ARL Postdoctoral Program) and all ORISE Department of Defense opportunities. Aside from the "summer" opportunities, most post-graduate research appointments are scheduled to be a twelve month appointments; the renewal or continuation of the research appointment is contingent upon facility approval and upon the continued availability of funds. Renewals are offered up to one year at a time, for a total of up to five years of research participation. Most of the research opportunities will required U.S. Citizenship to access the military installations.  [http://www.orau.org/maryland/](http://www.orau.org/maryland/)

The [U.S. Army Research Laboratory’s (ARL) Research Associateship Program (RAP)](http://www.orau.org/maryland/) has Summer Journeyman Fellowships available for undergraduate-PhD students.

Over the 2018 summer, students can participate in research at one of the Army Research Lab facilities in Aberdeen, MD, Adelphi, MD, or White Sands, NM in one of five research areas:

- Computational & Information Sciences (May consider international students pursuing STEM degrees at U.S. institutions)
- Human Research & Engineering (May consider international students pursuing STEM degrees at U.S. institutions)
- Sensors & Electron Devices (May consider international students pursuing STEM degrees at U.S. institutions)
- Vehicle Technology (U.S. Citizens ONLY)
Applications close Sunday, November 12, 2017.

The U.S. Army Institute for Surgical Research, located in San Antonio, TX has just posted their opportunity for the 2018 Summer Internship Program. This opportunity is open to only Bachelor level candidates. U.S. Citizenship is REQUIRED. Applications close Tuesday, January 2, 2018. The intent of the undergraduate student internship is to provide an opportunity for students interested in science, engineering or medical career fields to participate in research directed at improving the care of injured military service members and society at large. This mentored research experience will expose interns to ongoing efforts in integrated science, technology and engineering solutions at the nation’s premier military trauma research institute.

ARL Summer Journeyman Website:

http://www.orau.org/arlfellowship/applicants/programs/journeyman-fellows-summer-program.htm

ISR Summer Internship Project Announcement:

https://www.pcrecruiter.net/pcrbin/direct.asp?b=XZ65QFHM6QNF7YBBDYTXD6YUGTICVUZB4GA5LVM3XTNT7XC4BDO2TSWMLQ7NJ2BKAPBZZDY65SZLUBLRVIWF464463CCQIRDW%3d%3d%3d